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Efficient production of metastable quantum states of nuclei (isomers) is critical for exotic applica-
tions, like nuclear clocks, nuclear batteries, clean nuclear energy, and nuclear gamma-ray lasers[1–6].
However, due to low reaction cross sections and quick decay, it is extremely difficult to acquire sig-
nificant amount of isomers with short lifetimes via traditional accelerators or reactors. Here, we
present femtosecond pumping of nuclear isomeric states by the Coulomb excitation of ions with
the quivering electrons induced by laser fields for the first time. Nuclear isomers populated on the
second excited state of 83Kr, are generated with a rate of 3.84 × 1017 per second from a table-top
hundreds-TW laser system. This high efficiency of isomer production can be explained by Coulomb
collision[7] of ions with the quivering electrons during the laser-cluster interactions at nearly solid
densities.

INTRODUCTION12

Nuclear isomers have a broad range of applications[8]. For examples, nuclear isomers like 178m2Hf and 180mTa etc.,13

due to their extremely high energy-storage capabilities compared with chemical ones, are regarded to be very good14

battery materials[1–5]; 99mTc isomers are widely used in medical radiographic imaging of hearts, lungs and other15

organs[6]; nuclear clocks which use nuclear isomers like 229mTh etc. are possible candidates for the next generation of16

the most accurate time and frequency standards as re-placements of current atomic clocks[9]; nuclear isomer gamma-17

ray lasers were also proposed[10]. Nuclear isomers also play important roles in nucleosynthesis[11], that is relevant18

with the creation of the nuclear isotopes in stars, and then eventually affect the creation of lives in the cosmos.19

For nuclear isomer applications shown above, the key bottleneck today lies in the abilities to excite and de-excite20

isomers on demands. From the theoretical point of view, the nuclear isomer transition mechanisms are still not well21

understood. For example, isomer half-lives are difficult to be predicted even within an order of magnitude. From the22

experimental point of view, this bottleneck appears as how to excite or de-excite isomers efficiently. Traditionally,23

isomers are produced with accelerators or reactors. However, limited by the beam intensities of these drivers, it is24

very difficult to accumulate enough amounts of isomers, in many cases, especially for those short live isomers.25

The rapid development of high-intensity femtosecond lasers brings great potentials to new concept of accelerators26

and radiation sources[12–17]. Nowadays, the laser intensity focused onto targets can be beyond 1024 W/cm2. It27

can create hot plasmas with extreme pressures, temperatures, and currents under which the nuclear reactions can28

take place[17–20]. Here we report the first proof of principle experiment of femtosecond pumping of 83Kr to its29

isomer states by the Coulomb excitation of quivering electron collision with ions during laser-cluster interactions. A30

significant amount of isomers has been detected. This opens a new path to produce nuclear isomers with an extremely31

high efficiency during an extremely short time. This abnormally high efficiency may lead to a deeper understanding32

of the laser-isomeric quantum physics.33

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP34

The experiment is carried out using a Ti: Sapphire laser system at the Laboratory of Laser Plasmas of Shanghai35

Jiao Tong University. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. 30 femtosecond laser pulses with an energy of 3.6 J36

are focused at an intensity of 1× 1019 W/cm2 on natural Kr gas, with 11.5% 83Kr isotope, from a jet in the vacuum37

chamber with a backing pressure up to 7 MPa. During the adiabatic expansion process, the Kr gas jets are cooled38

down and being frozen to nanoparticles or clusters which serve as the targets. During the laser-plasma interaction,39

Kr clusters are ionized at the laser focus, and then electrons are rapidly heated up by various collective and nonlinear40
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FIG. 1: The schematic experimental setup. The femtosecond laser pulses are focused on the Kr nanoparticles ejected from a
high-pressure Kr gas nozzle. A Faraday cup (FC) is used to measure the ion spectrum. After the interaction between the laser
and clusters, the gas is pumped and frozen on surfaces of the liquid-nitrogen cold trap. The possible radioactive decays are
recorded by a NaI detector under the trap. A probe laser pulse is aligned through the gas/plasma during interaction to provide
interferograms.

processes to a non-equilibrium state with mean energies of many keV before the clusters disassemble in the laser41

field[13]. During this process, the low-lying excited states of 83Kr, including the first excited isomeric state 83mKr142

with E1 = 9.4 keV, the second 83mKr2 with E2 = 41.6 keV and the third 83mKr3 with E3 = 562.5 keV (Fig. 2a),43

could be populated due to physical processes to be discussed later. After the laser-cluster interaction, the Kr gas is44

collected by a turbo pump, and then goes into a cold trap to be frozen on it (Fig. 1). A NaI detector is used to record45

the decay event through a Be window.46

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS47

Ion Temperature48

A typical time-of-flight spectrum obtained by the Faraday cup is shown in the extended data set in Fig. 4.
The energy spectrum of Kr ions from the coulomb explosions follows the quasi-Boltzmann distribution[21, 22]. The
temperature of Kr ions is fitted to be T = (15±4) keV. By integrating the area under the quasi-Boltzmann distribution
curve, and taking the average Kr charge state to be 14+ according to the ADK model[23], we estimate the total number
of the Kr atoms in the laser spot to be 4.5 × 1015 in one shot, and then the total number of the 83Kr atoms in the
laser field is,

NFC
t = (5.0± 0.3)× 1014/shot, (1)

where the error comes from the fitting of the Faraday cup spectrum.49
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FIG. 2: 83Kr Isomeric states and decay characteristics. (a) The decay scheme of 83Kr. The Jπ, energies, and half-life times of
the ground state, first, second, and third excited states are listed. (b) A typical spectrum measured by the NaI detector. The
blue square markers represent the data measured while the red cross the background. The red solid line is the fit with sum of
the decay (9.4 keV, 5.5%, black dash line), kα (13.6 keV, 13.8%, black dot line), and kβ (14.1 keV, 2.1%, black dot-dash line).
(c) The decay time spectrum. Blue squares represent the experimental data, and error bars denotes ±1σ. The red solid line
represents a fit with an exponential function. The fitted half-life is T exp

1/2 = (1.80± 0.05) h.

83mKr2 generating efficiency50

A typical energy spectrum measured by the NaI detector is shown in Fig.2b. The decay spectrum is shown in Fig.
2c. The half-life time is measured to be 1.80 ± 0.05 h. This agrees well with 83mKr2 lifetime. Both the energy and
time spectra prove that the decays are from 83mKr2. The total number of radiation photons detected from 83mKr2
isomers in 100 shots is fitted to be 2283± 30 particles. For each experimental run, we have 100 shots with the same
shooting speed in about 67 mins. Considering each shot with an energy of 3.6 J, as well as the cold-trap detecting
efficient of 0.20% (see Methods), we deduce that the 83mKr2 producing efficiency for single shot is

Nexp
2 = (3203± 42)p/J = (1.15± 0.02)× 104p/shot. (2)

Noticing that the abundance of 83Kr is 11.5%, The reaction ratio from 83Kr g.s. to 83mKr2 is estimated to be51

2.2× 10−11 p/p.52

Possible mechanisms of 83mKr2 generating53

Many processes could, of course, be responsible for the production of 83Kr isomers in our setup,

A+ 83Kr → 83mKri +A, (3)

where i = 1, 2, or 3..., representing different nuclear excited states of Kr. Here A can be electrons, or isotopes of54

Kr, i.e. 78,80,82,83,84,86Kr, considering the fact that the Kr gas are natural in this experiment. Due to the fact that55

electron densities, as well their energies, are much higher than those of ions according to the following simulation, the56

contributions from ion-ion collisions could be neglected.57

There are several possible transitions for 83Kr excitations, as are shown in Fig. 2a. The transitions which are58

responsible for the 83mKr2 could be g.s. → 2nd (T02), g.s. → 1st. → 2nd (T012), and g.s. → 3rd. → 2nd (T032).59

Excited levels above 3rd one are also considered but having negligible contributions.60
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FIG. 3: Particle-in-cell simulation of nuclear Coulomb excitation in interaction of laser pulses with clusters. (a-d) Laser driven
electrons from a cluster, corresponding to four different moments (t = 6.75 fs, 8 fs and t = 30 fs, 31.25 fs correspond to the
process of linear resonance[24, 25] and nonlinear resonance[26, 27] respectively), where the arrow represents electrons motion
direction and the color shows electrons energy. (e) The average density evolutions of electron and krypton ions in cluster
region, and the insets are the density distributions at t = 60 fs, the nc is critical density equaling to 1.736 × 1027m−3, the
red cycle is the cluster region. (f) The energy evolution of electrons in cluster region. (g) The excitation number evolution
for three different energy states, and the inset is total excitation number in the laser irradiation region. The light red shaded
area represents the temporal window of laser interaction with cluster. Most isomers are generated in this window. The 83mKr2
producing rate here is (3.84± 0.05)× 1017 p/s.

If the transitions of T02, T012, and T032 are due to the coulomb excitation mechanism, their strength could be
estimated following the Ref. [7]. For electric excitation, the cross section can be written as,

σEλ = cEλE
λ−2(E −∆E′)λ−1B(Eλ)fEλ, (4)

where E is the projectile’s energy, ∆E′ = (1 + A1/A2)∆E, A1 (A2) is the mass of the projectile (target), λ is the
gamma multiplicity number, fEλ is the f-function described in Ref. [7], cEλ is

cEλ =
Z2
1A1

40.03
[0.07199(1 +A1/A2)Z1Z2]

−2λ+2
, (5)

where Z1 (Z2) is the charger of the projectile (target).61

The isomer products through the coulomb excitations by electrons can be estimated by

NCE =

∫∫
nen0 〈σEλve〉 dV dt. (6)

For magnetic excitations, the similar formula can also be established[7]. Through a Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation,62

the numbers of 83mKr2 produced during the laser-Kr-cluster interaction through T02, T012, and T032 are estimated63

(seeing Fig. 3g and also Methods for details).64

The PIC simulation shows that the electron quiver energy has the order of MeV (see Fig. 3f) at a laser peak65

intensity of about 1 × 1019 W/cm2 as that in our experiment. The electron energy is high enough to excite 83Kr66

nuclei. During the 30 fs (FWHM) laser-cluster interaction, the direction of the electromagnetic field flips as laser67
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fields about 20 times, which is defined as nonlinear resonance mechanism in fs laser-cluster interactions [26, 27].68

Because of the flips, many energetic electrons which are resonant with laser field can go back and forth, and collide69

the relative static heavy ions (see Figs. 3a-d), and then get 83Kr nuclei excited. The high densities of ions (about70

5nc) and electrons (about 40nc) (Fig. 3e), as well as the high electron temperature, result in the high productivity71

of the isomers. Figure. 3g shows the Coulomb excitation rates for three different paths at different time. For all72

paths, the generation rates of 83Kr isomeric states dominated by laser-on period, which is about 20 fs. The ratio of73

T01:T012:T03≃ 5 × 1014 : 1 : 2 × 108. Because T32 is almost equal to 100%, we have T032=T03×T32≈T03. Our74

simulation results demonstrate that the most possible path of 83mKr2 observed in experiment is T032, which is clearly75

shown in the inset of Fig.3g. The disagreement in Fig. 3g may come from the PIC simulations errors, as well as76

other processes not considered in the previous calculations. For examples, processes including nuclear excitation by77

electron transfer (NEET), electron bridge (EB), nuclear excitation by electron capture (NEEC), may also contribute78

significantly[28–30].79

DISCUSSION80

In many isomer applications, lifetimes of the isomers needed are relatively short. For example, in nuclear gamma-ray81

laser applications, nuclei with two excited states are needed, in which the lower state has a shorter lifetime, enabling82

a population inversion between them. Furthermore, in order to reduce the line-width difficulty[10, 31], isomers with83

lifetime down to sub-nanoseconds are needed. it was thought to be impossible to produce such isomers with so84

short lifetimes with traditional accelerators or nuclear reactors[31]. The similar difficulty also arises in nuclear clock85

applications. 229mTh and 235mU are promising nuclear isomers to be used in nuclear clocks[9]. Their half lifetimes86

are 2 and 26 mins respectively. How to pump them in very short temporal duration to isomer levels is still a big87

challenge. Our experimental result shows an efficient way to quickly pump short lifetime isomers in femtosecond88

temporal duration via femtosecond laser-cluster interaction. Furthermore, our method provides a novel tool for the89

exploration in inter-disciplines of nuclear physics, plasma physics, and atomic physics.90

SUMMARY91

In summary, for the first time, we have presented efficient femtosecond pumping of nuclear isomeric states by92

Coulomb collision of ions with quivering electrons at nearly solid densities of interaction of fs laser pulses with clusters.93

By interaction of Kr cluster targets with a 30 fs laser pulses at 120 TW, the nuclear isomers of 83mKr2(E = 41.694

keV and T1/2 = 1.83 h) have been generated with a producing rate of (3.84± 0.05)× 1017 particles/s, which is much95

higher than traditional methods. Our simulation shows that the high efficiency comes from the electron-quivering96

effect. The effective 83mKr generation are dominated during the 30 fs laser pulses duration, due to the collisions97

of high densities ions with high energy electrons accelerated by the electron-quivering effect. We also find that the98

83mKr(E = 41.6 keV) isomers are mainly produced through the middle state, i.e. g.s. → 3rd → 2nd, and the direct99

transition g.s. → 2nd may be negligible. This high efficiency, femtosecond pulse duration, and easy accessibility of100

production of short lifetime of nuclear isomers could be greatly beneficial for potential applications such as clinic101

nuclear imaging, nuclear batteries, nuclear clocks and nuclear gamma ray lasers.102

METHODS103

The fs laser pulses104

The laser pulses are from commercial femtosecond laser system, which delivers 3.6 J/pulse in 30 fs (full width half105

maximum, FWHM) at center wavelength of 800 nm and operated frequency of 0.5 Hz. The laser pulses are focused106

with an f number of 20 off-axis parabolic mirror into the front edge of a supersonic gas jet, and the height of focus107

relative to the jet is about 1.5 mm. The typical diameter of the focus spot is about 30 µm (FWHM), producing a108

laser intensity of about 1× 1019 W/cm2.109
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The Vacuum Pumps110

To improve the gas collecting efficiency, vacuum pumps in the system are used as follows. There are two pump sets111

(Fig. 1) on the optical chamber and target chamber respectively. Each set has a roughing pump and a turbo pump.112

Before the experiment, they are turned on to take the vacuum down. During experiment, the pump set at the optical113

chamber, as well as the roughing pump at the target chamber, are turned off. Only the turbo at the target chamber114

is on. In this way, we estimate that over 95% Kr gas can be collected into the cold trap.115

The cold trap116

The cold trap is filled with liquid nitrogen. There has a 380 µm thick Be window close to the trap. If Kr isomers117

are produced via coulomb collision, γ-rays from the isomer decays would be detected by a detector located behind118

the window.119

The cold-trap detecting efficient120

The cold-trap detecting efficiency is the product of the following factors: the chamber-to-trap gas transferring121

efficient (95%), the area ratio the cold trap’s bottom to the whole surface (26.5%), the factor due to Be window122

absorption (95.6%), the factor due to the delayed measuring time (81.8%), the geometrical factor due to the distance123

between the detector and the Kr ice (4.7%), and the decay branching ratio (21.39%)[32]. Therefore, we estimate the124

cold-trap detecting efficient to be 0.20% in X-ray energy range of 9 to 15 keV.125

The NaI detector and detection126

The NaI detector is compose of a NaI crystal of 50 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness, a Be window of 200 µm127

thickness , and a photomultiplier tube. The NaI detector’s resolution is measured to be FWHM = 4 keV at E = 10128

keV. For 83mKr2, there have several decay lines around 10 keV, i.e. 9.4, 12.6(Kα), and 14.1(Kβ) keV, with intensities129

of 5.5%, 13.8%, and 2.1% respectively, from NNDC database[32]. The energy spectrum is fitted with assuming the130

energies and line strengths shown above.131

The Faraday Cup Measurement132

A copper Faraday cup with a diameter of 0.75 cm is located 133 cm away from the target to detect the ion spectra.133

The signals from Faraday cup is recorded by an oscilloscope with input impedance of 50 Ω.134

The gas density monitor camera135

A camera was installed as the monitor to measure the gas/plasma density from the nozzle. A probe laser pulse136

passes through the plasma induced by the main laser pulse to form interferograms, providing the gas/plasma density137

information.138

The nuclear Coulomb excitation calculation139

The rate of nuclear Coulomb excitation is calculated based on the PIC simulation data. In the PIC simulation, the140

cluster area is divided into many cubic cells, whose shape is similar to that of a disc. In Eq.6, 〈σEλve〉 is expressed141

as the weighted average of product of cross-sections and electron velocities in single cell, and dV the volume of single142

cell. In order to prevent electrons from running out of cluster area in the time of dt, here we interpolate the ne, ni and143

〈σEλve〉 in every cell, and the corresponding interpolation dt = 1 attosecond. Then, substituting these interpolated144

variables into Eq.6, and integrating in the whole cluster area. Actually, the real shape of cluster is close to sphere,145
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and here the cell number of sphere is 4Nr/3 ≈ 50 times higher than discs. Therefore, the yield of excitation states of146

single cluster should be NSCE = 50NCE .147

According to the hydrodynamics simulation of Kr cluster generation from the nozzle used in experiment[26, 35],148

the spacing within clusters is about 1.35 µm and the average radius of cluster is about 30 nm. If the radius of149

cluster plasma expands to 1.35 µm, the plasma density would be reduced by four orders of magnitude. Therefore,150

the influence of the Coulomb excitation from surrounding clusters plasma and ion-ion collisions can be ignored.151

In addition, according to the laser plasma interaction area detected by a probe laser (Extended Data Fig. 6), the152

estimated cluster number is about 3 × 106. Therefore, the total yield of excitation states of one single shot can be153

expressed as NTCE = 3× 106NSCE .154

Particle-in-cell Simulations155

We carry out 2D PIC simulations with the EPOCH code[33], the ADK modelcode[34] is adopted for the field156

ionization. The simulation box size is 6µm× 6µm in x× y directions. We take the cell sizes in the two directions as157

0.8 nm, the time step as 1.78 attosecond, and 10 quasi-particles per cell. The p-polarized laser pulses propagate along158

the x-direction, and the laser-focusing plane is located at x = 1.5µm. The laser pulses have a Gaussian transverse159

profile with w0 = 30µm and a Gaussian longitudinal envelope with a pulse duration of 30 fs (FWHM). The normalized160

vector potential a0 = 1.8. One circular spot is set at (x, y) =(1.5 µm, 0 µm) with a uniform krypton gas density161

distribution (Nkr = 1×1028 m−3) to represent a cluster. The cluster radius is 30 nm according to the Measurement of162

Rayleigh scattering (Extended Data Fig. 5). Moreover, we utilize the convolutional perfectly matched layer boundary163

to absorb particles and electromagnetic fields.164
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FIG. 6: Optical interference diagnosis. The diagnosis is based on Nomarski interferometer. (a) The interference fringes of 7
MPa Kr gas (left) and the calculated atom density distribution (right) with the Abel inversion method[38]; (b) The interference
fringes of laser gas target interaction.
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Figures

Figure 1

The schematic experimental setup. The femtosecond laser pulses are focused on the Kr nanoparticles
ejected from a high-pressure Kr gas nozzle. A Faraday cup (FC) is used to measure the ion spectrum.
After the interaction between the laser and clusters, the gas is pumped and frozen on surfaces of the
liquid-nitrogen cold trap. The possible radioactive decays are recorded by a NaI detector under the trap. A
probe laser pulse is aligned through the gas/plasma during interaction to provide interferograms.



Figure 2

83Kr Isomeric states and decay characteristics. (a) The decay scheme of 83Kr. The Jπ , energies, and
half-life times of the ground state, first, second, and third excited states are listed. (b) A typical spectrum
measured by the NaI detector. The blue square markers represent the data measured while the red cross
the background. The red solid line is the fit with sum of the decay (9.4 keV, 5.5%, black dash line), kα (13.6
keV, 13.8%, black dot line), and kβ (14.1 keV, 2.1%, black dot-dash line). (c) The decay time spectrum. Blue
squares represent the experimental data, and error bars denotes ±1σ. The red solid line represents a fit
with an exponential function. The fitted half-life is T exp = (1.80 ± 0.05) h.



Figure 3

Particle-in-cell simulation of nuclear Coulomb excitation in interaction of laser pulses with clusters. (a-d)
Laser driven electrons from a cluster, corresponding to four different moments (t = 6.75 fs, 8 fs and t = 30
fs, 31.25 fs correspond to the process of linear resonance[24, 25] and nonlinear resonance[26, 27]
respectively), where the arrow represents electrons motion direction and the color shows electrons energy.
(e) The average density evolutions of electron and krypton ions in cluster region, and the insets are the
density distributions at t = 60 fs, the nc is critical density equaling to 1.736 × 1027m−3, the red cycle is
the cluster region. (f) The energy evolution of electrons in cluster region. (g) The excitation number
evolution for three different energy states, and the inset is total excitation number in the laser irradiation
region. The light red shaded area represents the temporal window of laser interaction with cluster. Most
isomers are generated in this window. The 83mKr2 producing rate here is (3.84 ± 0.05) × 1017 p/s.



Figure 4

A typical ion spectrum measured by the Faraday cup. The black solid line represents a Boltzmann
distribution fit with Kr ion temperature T = 15 keV. The black dash line is an exponential fit corresponding
to the X-ray induced by the main laser. The red solid line is the sum of the two fits.



Figure 5

Formation characteristics of krypton cluster. (a) Rayleigh scattering signal from a CW laser focused on
krypton cluster detected by an ultra-fast photodiode. (b) The blue square markers represent the peak
intensity (I) of scattering signal at different pressure (P), error bars denote ±1σ uncertainties, and the red
line is the fit I  P 2.64. The power factor 2.64 is lower than Hagenas value 3-3.5, and the Hagena
parameter Γ is located in the range of 104 to 1 6[36]. According to the gormula correction of F.



Dorchies[37], the number of atoms per cluster can be expressed as N = 100 The Van der Waals radius of
krypton atom r = 202 pm, therefore the average radius of cluster can be estimated as R = rN1/3 (black
circle markers).

Figure 6

Optical interference diagnosis. The diagnosis is based on Nomarski interferometer. (a) The interference
fringes of 7 MPa Kr gas (left) and the calculated atom density distribution (right) with the Abel inversion



method[38]; (b) The interference fringes of laser gas target interaction.


